The original database contains the information about 457.606 papers, published on the APS journals in the period . The XML data structure presented several problems. The main problem, being the lack of one-to-one correspondence between some names of the authors and their affiliations, that could hide homonyms cases. We thus restricted our analysis to a subset of papers free from the above problem.
Data preprocessing
The original database contains the information about 457.606 papers, published on the APS journals in the period 1955-2009. The XML data structure presented several problems. The main problem, being the lack of one-to-one correspondence between some names of the authors and their affiliations, that could hide homonyms cases. We thus restricted our analysis to a subset of papers free from the above problem.
Secondly also some affiliations were not formatted using the same standard, we hence considered only the cases where the affiliations had the form "laboratory, city, state", in this way we have been able to assign to each author unambiguously, the year of her/his publications, the city and the country where she/he was affiliated at that time. When multiple affiliations are present and clearly identifiable for an author only the first one has been considered. After these two filtering procedures the size of the dataset is strongly reduced (44%), leaving 256.890 publications and 75.358 authors.
A last problem we were faced to is a typical one arising once using such kind of datasets, that is the disambiguation of the authors, namely to deal with the cases of several authors with the same name. To minimise the impact of the problem we used a cutoff to the length of the paths, considering not realistic a career with more than 15 affiliations changes. Moreover we checked manually the consistency of all the careers containing more than 10 legs. It is worth noting that this simplistic disambiguation procedure can introduce some cultural bias affecting in particular east Asia authors that exhibit high similarity in family names. The problem of the authors' names disambiguation on the APS database has also been considered in [1, 2] where authors showed that the disambiguation issues affect only a small portion of the APS dataset. This third filter reduced the number of authors to N R = 71.246. This will be the dataset on which our analysis has been performed. Starting from such data, the number of publications for each university (or country) is counted directly by the dataset as follows: each paper adds a contribution to all the universities (or countries) to which the n ca -coauthors are affiliated. It is worth noting that another possible bias induced in the trajectories reconstruction is due to the fact that the number of researchers publishing on the APS journals strongly increased in time and moreover new countries steadily appear in it, hence we could underestimate the careers lengths for authors entering in the dataset in the last decades. As one can observe from Figure 1 in the first years (1955) (1956) (1957) (1958) (1959) (1960) there were less than one third of the nowadays present countries. Finally we integrated our data with GPS coordinates of each city to which an university was associated to, in our database. The distance between two cities has been calculated using the great circle distance.
Some features of the researchers careers
As previously described, for each author we created her/his career path by looking for successive papers with different affiliations, in this way we have been able to associate to each scholar a list of universities -countries -time stamps.
In Figure 2 we report the distributions of total length of the paths, the number of visited countries and visited universities. We can observe that more than 40% of the careers have length l = 1, meaning that the most probable careers are composed by just two academic positions and thus a single movement among two universities, as can be straightforwardly confirmed by inspecting the distribution of visited universities, where a clear peak is present for n univ = 2 (see top inset of Figure 2 ). Moreover, our data suggest that is highly probable that, even short careers, will touch (at least) two different countries. In general we can notice that the 90% of researchers visit at most 4 universities and 3 countries.
Because our data cover a large temporal span, we have been able to study the historical evolution of the careers duration as a function of the beginning year of the academic life of the researchers. We thus studied some temporal windows of the mobility patterns, namely distinguishing careers starting in different time intervals (1955-1960, 1960-1970, 1970-1980, 1980-1990, 1990-2000, 2000-2009) . To avoid the bias due to the fact that the careers started in the first periods have a longer duration, we restricted our study to the paths concerning the first 10 years of career.
From the results presented in Figure 3 we can observe that the general shape of the distribution is very stable across the years, we can nevertheless notice that the fraction of short careers (l = 1) decreases significantly, about 10%, in the last decades, suggesting that the path to a permanent position is becoming longer. At the same time we can observe that the number of researchers visiting only one state decreases, as a confirmation of the increasing of the mobility because of the difficulty to easily find a fixed position. This last finding can be supported by the analysis performed on the time duration of an affiliation in a given university. In Figure 4 we report such results and we can clearly observe a strong increase of short duration periods in the last decades, indicating the general increase of mobility in the research careers.
In the main text we presented results supporting the presence of motifs, namely topological structures such as linear trees, round trips, 3-cliques, that are peculiar to the dataset under investigation. To confirm this last statement we built a null-model by applying a reshuffling algorithm that preserves the initial path lengths distribution and the in and out degrees for each university (or country). More precisely starting with all the careers of length l = 1, we divided them in couples and exchanged the terminations by checking that the so obtained paths are compatible, that is the two universities-nodes in each new career are different. Finally such compatible new careers of length l = 1 have been used to replace the original ones into the set of all the careers. We then considered all the paths of length smaller or equal to l = 2 and we repeated the previous algorithm by dividing them into couples and exchanging the terminal nodes. This procedure has been repeated up to careers of length smaller or equal to l = 15 (the largest possible in our dataset). To quantify the peculiarity of the motifs we computed for each trajectory the metric entropỹ
where the sum is over all the nodes, i.e. affiliations, in the trajectory , | | is the total length of the trajectory and p j is the frequency of the node j in the trajectory. The entropy reaches its maximum value,H = 1, when all the nodes are visited just once, that is for all nodes p j = 1/(| | + 1), while it is zero when only one node appears, i.e. there exists a node such that p = 1 and p j = 0 for all j =. Results reported in Figure 5 clearly show that real data are characterised by an high preference toward low entropy paths, corresponding to careers frequently passing through a subset of nodes, that are not reproduced at all by the reshuffled model.
Exploiting the geolocalisation of our data we have been able to emphasise careers differences due to the spatial localisation of the career origin. In Figure 6 we report a study concerning the distribution of the number of visited countries according to the origin state of the career; we can notice that careers starting from European countries, as well as from US, mostly touch two countries, whereas researchers from North Africa countries have a lower tendency to remain in the origin state and, in general focus on two types of paths: either they go to France (or Belgium) and then stop there, either they do a second step to Canada (or US). The same can be observed for the countries in Latin America where the first step is usually to Spain.
Stabilisation time
In the lower panel of Figure 3 of the main text we introduced an indirect measure to estimate the transition time before to get a permanent position. Such result has been obtained by averaging of all the transition times for all the scholars belonging to the major universities (n p >5000). We can remark that the observed behaviour is quite constant across all the universities: after a fast growth phase lasting for the first few years of the scholars career, a plateau (slower growth phase) is present. The transition point can be used as a proxy for the stabilisation of the scholar. To calculate the transition point between the two phases we fit on the first 4 points of each career a power law function (y = Ax B ), then we iteratively add a new point from the scholar career and we calculate, using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance, the deviation between the data and the non-linear fit. Once the p-value of the test becomes lower than 0.9 we assume that the data deviate significantly from the initial growth phase; the first time that such deviation is observed corresponds to the careers' stabilisation time. Averaging on all the 134 universities, we obtain an average stabilisation value τ stable ∼ 6.39 years very close to the value obtained by [3] .
Some features of the countries and universities networks
From the trajectories of each researchers we can construct a network of universities, where nodes are universities and (weighted directed) links among universities denote flow of researchers between the latter ones. Similarly we can aggregate all the universities belonging to the same country to get a countries network.
In Figure 7 we report the in and out degree and strength distributions for the countries and universities networks. For both cases and both for the degree and for the strength, we can observe that the in and out distributions are very similar each other and exhibit a power law distribution.
In Figure 8 we plotted the strength of the nodes as a function of their degree. For the universities network we observe an almost linear growth of the strength according to degree. On the other side, for the countries network we can observe two different regimes; the growth is almost linear for low degrees, while it is strongly super-linear for high degrees. This means that, the more a country is able to create research connections, the more it is able to be an important router for the research trajectory.
Focusing to the case of some EU countries, we studied the spatio-temporal characteristics of the fluxes in the countries network. In particular we were interested in studying the net flux of researchers leaving and reaching a given country across 5 temporal windows: 1960-1970, 1970-1980, 1980-1990, 1990-2000 and 2000-2010. In Figure 9 we report the node asymmetry ((s in − s out )/(s in + s out )) for 5 case studies countries (France, UK, Spain, Italy, Germany). We can notice very different behaviours across countries and in time. For instance, Italy, is characterised as an exporting country during the whole considered period, that is the out flow is always larger than the in flow. On the contrary, France, UK and Spain are strongly attractive for researchers (maybe because of the relative simplicity to obtain long-lasting positions), and this phenomenon is almost constant in time. Germany had a leading role for the immigration of researchers until 1990 after which the tendency reversed; this can be due to the historical changes that decreased the centrality of Germany in the east-European zone, but also on the policies of researchers recruitment that became much more elaborate.
For each one of the above selected case studies we also analysed (see Figure 10 ) the top 5 immigration and emigration destinations in two different time periods (1970-1980 and 2000-2009) . A first result is the decrease of the central role of US in the international researchers' mobility: in the last decades and in all the case studies countries, but UK -where US remains always the largest exchanger -we can observe that the largest part of the exchanges are endogamous (toward a different university in the same country). In the former period 1970-1980 we could observe a limited heterogeneity of the international relationships. On one side it was evident the presence of many scientific hubs (US, Japan, Canada), while on the other hand many specialised poles due to historical and cultural connections are present (Germany -Israel, France -Canada, France -Switzerland, Colombia -Spain). For instance the important relation between Italy and India are due to leading role of the International Center for Theoretical Physics, ICTP, in Trieste founded by the Indian physicist Abdus Salam, strongly active to international exchanges with developing countries.
Finally, during the last decade we notice two prototypical behaviours: on one side Italy, France and Spain are consolidating a strong researchers' mobility circuit internal to Europe, while, on the other hand, we can notice strong openings to the emerging Asian scientific authorities (above all China and Korea) concerning Germany and UK. 1960-1970, 1970-1980, 1980-1990, 1990-2000 and 2000-2009 Figure 10: Top 5 flows entering and exiting from five selected European countries (France, UK, Spain, Italy, Germany) in two different periods (1970-1980 and 2000-2009) . The left part of the arrow represents the entering flows and the right part the exiting flows. The thickness of the arrow is proportional to the value of the flows.
